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ABSTRACT 

 

In quantitative remote sensing, missing values classified as outliers occur frequently. This is due 

to technical constraints and the impact of weather on the efficiency of instruments to collect 

data. In order to deal with these missing values, we offer an Outlier-Search-and-Replace (OSR) 

algorithm that uses spatial and temporal information for the detection and reconstruction of 

missing data. The algorithm searches for outlier in the data and reconstruct by finding the best 

possible match in spatial locations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The temperature of the terrestrial surface is an essential indicator of the state of the atmosphere. 

This is extensively used in a wide range of environmental applications, including agriculture. 
Conditions in the atmosphere have a significant impact on the ability of remote sensing sensors to 

gather information. For gathering information on the atmosphere, ocean, and land surface, these 

instruments are the most often used way of data collection.  Outlier Search and Replace (OSR)  is 
a technique for detecting and reconstructing outliers in land surface temperature data that is 

presented in this article. Land surface temperature data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging 

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) collected in January 2018 is being used for the experiments. The 
results show that the suggested approach, which takes advantage of both spatial and temporal 

information, works well when it comes to detecting and reconstructing missing land surface tem- 

perature information. 

 
The remainder of the paper is arranged in the following manner. Section 2 discusses the work that 

is related to it. Section 3 of this work provides a detailed discussion of the outlier identification 

and reconstruction method that has been proposed in this study. Section 4 summarises the results 
of experiments conducted using the OSR model. In the end, Section 5 presents the conclusion. 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

 

The remote sensing platforms are comprised of the equipment or vehicles that are used to collect 
data from the field. The earth observation data is highly complicated and susceptible to inaccura- 

cies due to the way it is collected [1]. One of the characteristics of the sensors installed is the time 

of image accusation, the distance between the object and the sensor, the interval between image 
accusation and image location, and the range of coverage. The missing values are classified as 
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outliers in this study. There are many different types of missing information, which can be broadly 
classified into the following categories: 

 

 Sensor Malfunction 

 Cloud Obscuration 

 

Anomalies introduce outlier in the form of malicious data which is inconsistent with respect to 
rest of the data. The Figure 1 demonstrates the presence of outliers. 

 

Sensors play a vital role in remote sensing information gathering. The failure of which leads to 
missing information. For example 15 of 20 detectors in MODIS Aqua band 6 give malicious 

readings [2].  Typical  example of missing data recovery caused by sensor failure is presented  by 

[3]. Sensor malfunction leads to the phenomenon of striping in remote sensing images. An 
example of striping in a remote sensing images is shown in Figure 2 [4]. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Illustration of Anomaly 

 

 
Figure 2. Stripping in Remote sensing imagery 

 
Cloud covers hinders the information captured in remote sensing images which greatly reduces the 

data usability in subsequent application. At one time, 35% of earth surface is covered by clouds [5] 

and if an individual country is considered, e.g Canada has 50% to 80%of its land is covered with 

cloud in the morning [3]. Landsat ETM+ scenes are 35% contaminated by clouds which amounts 
to significant loss of data [6] 

 

Detection of outlier and reconstruction is mainly classified into four categories [3, 5, 7] 

 
 Spatial Based Methods 

 Spectral Based Methods 
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 Temporal Based Methods 

 Hybrid Methods 

 
Image inpainting is the essence of spatial based methods. These are many traditional methods of 

image reconstruction used in the area of remote sensing and computer vision. In image inpainting, 

it usually assumes the fact that the missing information shares similar geographical features and 

fills the information gaps with this idea [8]. No Auxiliary images are required for spatial meth- 
ods [9]. Spatial methods follows the correlation between local and global information of the image 

to fill the information gap but as the reference data is not large, spatial methods are mainly suitable 

for reconstruction of small missing areas and results are not guaranteed for complex terrain. 
 

Spectral bands in remote sensing imagery are correlated and the information from another band 

can be utilized to reconstruct the missing information which overcomes the lack of prior infor- 
mation problem in spatial based methods. When hyper spectral or multi-spectral images have 

missing information, they both have bands with complete and missing information so the idea is 

to utilize the bands with complete information to reconstruct missing information by establishing 

a correlation between the bands. Spectral methods also known as multi-spectral-complementation 
methods [10]. For example Aqua MODIS has repeated patters of black strips in its imagery due 

to sensor malfunction in band 6. The solution to this problem was first proposed by [2] in which 

auther states that Aqua MODIS band 6 and 7 are correlated with coefficient of 0.9821 and 0.9777. 
Therefor missing information in band 6 can be recovered from highly correlated band 7. 

 

Thick cloud cover causes all the spectral bands to be contaminated and have missing information 
in them and also the defective sensors may cause missing information in all the bands for a particu- 

lar spot. Therefor spectral methods become useless as they are based on spectral correlation which 

is destroyed after all the bands have missing information. At this point, temporal based methods 

comes into play. As the clouds are continuously moving and data can be acquired for same region 
at some other time interval. Determination of time interval is a tricky part in this method as if time 

interval is large, it will be effected by land cover change, but if land cover is small it will have over- 

lapping clouds in two time slots. Lots of work has been done by researchers in temporal based 
methods, for example [11]presented a method using local linear histogram matching (LLHM) 

which required high quality data to function but it ends up giving poor results for heterogeneous 

landscape [12–14] proposed algorithms to improve radiometric consistency of multi-temporal im- 

ages for heterogeneous land. 
 

Temporal methods outperform all other methods but due to the limitation of amount of land cover 

change, temporal methods under-perform. Spatio-temporal fusion based method use data fusion 
from multiple sources to overcome this limitation. Instead of using one reference image [15] used 

two reference image in close dates to the target cloudy image. The errors produced by temporal 

methods due to significant land cover changes are avoided by this idea. This method further uses 
a residual correction strategy to improve spectral similarity between recovered area and 

remaining cloud free region. Spatial , temporal and spectral method discussed earlier have 
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their own strength and weaknesses, STS methods are developed by considering the strengths of 
all these methods to reconstruct missing information much more efficiently and accurately. [4] 

came up with a unified model called as spatial-temporal-spectral (STS) model based on deep  

convolutional neural network. The model not only solve the problem of dead lines in MODIS 

band 6 but also solves corrector-off problem in Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper imaging. It 
is also able to remove thick clouds and shadows using multi-source data. The method establishes 

a mapping between missing data and complete data with auxiliary data using a deep CNN. The 

model uses a residual output to learn the relation between different auxiliary data. These methods 
are also known as hybrid methods [3]. Missing LST data reconstruction for clear sky conditions 

can overestimate as compare to the reconstructed data under cloudy conditions [16]. While there 

is a limitation, there is till enough research gap to produce high quality reconstructed land surface 
temperature data. The author in [17] proposed a robust gap filling method by fusing MODIS  and 

VIIRS LST data. Most algorithms presented in the literature uses one auxiliary image for 

reconstruction of data. Our algorithm uses auxiliary information from multiple sources as well as 

multiple days to detect and reconstruct missing values. 
 

3. MODEL 

 

3.1. Dataset 
 

MODIS LST provides observations for daytime and nighttime. These images are taken from 

MYD11A1 and MOD11A1 which are MODIS LST products. MOD11A1 is captures data at 
10:30AM and PM while MYD11A1 captures data at 01:30AM and PM. The image shown in 

Figure 3 shows data from January 1st 2018 to January 5th 2018 from both the MODIS products. 

There is high correla- tion between the data from two MODIS products [18] which indicates that 
temporal information from similar or multiple satellite product can be used effectively for 

detection and reconstruction of missing data. The raw data from MYD11 and MOD11A1 is 

downloaded (https://modis.gsfc.n asa.gov/data/dataprod/) and true color images are obtained by 

processing in ArcGIS with yellow color depicting the missing values. 
 

3.2. Study Area 
 

The dataset is collected from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and Bei- 

jing–Tianjin–Hebei Figure 4 region is selected for initial experimentation. The target area has been 

used on numerous occasion for various remote sensing applications. The area is approximately 

218000km2 and is located close to the Northwest Pacific Ocean.  
 

 
 

Figure 3. MODIS Input Image Series of 4 Days 
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Figure 4. Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei Spatial Location [19] 

 

3.3. Outlier Detection 
 

Region of interest (ROI) of size MXN is selected which contains missing values to be detected 

and reconstructed. Once ROIw is selected, the same region of interest is selected on all the input 
images to form a mosaic of temporal information as shown in 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Image MOSAIC of M X N windows 
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Each image slice represent data from one day. Data for each day could be from a different satellite 
as well with similar temporal and spatial information which makes this algorithm efficient in order 

to detect and reconstruct missing values. 

 

Dynamic time warping compares each pixel of image mosaic from ROIw using Equation (1) to 
form a series of distance values. 

 

Cd, Dd    = DTW (IiP (j,k), Ii+1P (j,k), )               (1) 
 

P (j, k) is the pixel value at location j, k in each successive day input image region of interest 

ROIw.  Dd  holds distance values between pixels of each successive image slice and Cdholds   the 

coordinate of each pixel being compared. As there is high correlation between the temporal LST 

values of same region in successive days as well as spatial information of data from same satellite 
as well as multiple satellite [17]. A linear distance curve is formed when pixel values are correct 

but whenever there is a missing value in the image, the distance value is very high indicating 

anomaly. These values are identified and located as outliers based on a threshold value Th and 

reconstructed in the next section. The threshold value Th is currently being obtained by 
experimentation by comparing true pixels and known outliers. 

 

3.4. Missing Data Reconstruction 
 

Once the location of the outlying values Cdo are identified. The reconstruction process begins. 

The algorithms traverses through the list of distance values Ddo at outlier location Cdo in all tem- 

poral image slices in mosaic and finds a pixel value with least distance value using Equation (2). 
 

Dd   = Min(CD, DD ) for  1 ≤  R ≤ N           (2) 

 

CD in Equation (2) gives the location of the pixel PCD with lowest distance Dd between pixel of 

image slices in mosaic at location similar to outlier Cdo . The pixel PCD is taken as reference pixel 

to reconstruct the outlier. 
 

Now a 3X3 window Wo is taken around the location of outlier and the reference pixel PCD is 

compared using Equation (2) with the neighboring pixels of the outlying value in Wo. The pixel 
which is at the lowest distance from the reference pixel is copied at the outlier location. This al- 

gorithm is similar to spatial reconstruction of missing values but in this case temporal information 

is also being utilized to identify the outliers. 

 

4. RESULTS 

 

The images in Figure 3 are used as input to test the accuracy of the algorithm. Outliers were 

introduced randomly in the input window of M X N Once the reconstruction process is complete, 
the reconstructed values are compared with original values before the outliers were introduced. 

The results are shown in Table 1. The matches show the number of pixels whose values were 

remained same after the reconstruction and non matches shows number of pixels whose values 

were different after the reconstruction process which algorithm is finding the best possible match 
by looking at spatial information in the image. 
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Table 1. Window Size and number of Random outlying Pixels 

 
 

Window Size Number 

liers 

of Random Out- Matches Non Matches 

4 X 4 5    1 5 

6 X 6 10    0 10 

8 X 8 15    7 8 

10 X 10 32    24 9 

15 X 15 62    21 41 

 

The actual image and reconstructed image were compared using Equation (1) and based on 

matches and non matches and average distance between each of the reconstructed and original 

pixel value is shows in Figure 6. The average distance was calculated by adding the distance 
values between actual pixels and reconstructed pixels and dividing by number of respective 

outliers for window sizes. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Average Distance between Original and Reconstructed value 

 

The Figure 7 shows pair of image from a-b with input image with outliers and reconstructed 
image. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 
The proposed algorithm for outlier detection and reconstruction in remote sensing makes use of 

both spatial and temporal information, and as a result, it is referred to as a hybrid algorithm of 

outlier detection and reconstruction in remote sensing. In order to maximise efficiency in terms of 

exploiting auxiliary information, the algorithm can make use of temporal information from similar 
resources as well as from numerous resources at the same time which makes it very flexible. 
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Figure 7. Outlier and Reconstructed Image Pair 
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